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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

This study reports on the preliminary results of a survey of attitudes and perceptions of

I.as Vegas area residents regarding the proposed high-level nuclear waste repository. The

survey's focus was to examine the various dimensions of trust and confidence in government's

efforts to develop the country's nuclear waste repository in Yucca Mountain, Nevada.

Trust in government's ability to build and manage a repository in a safe mannerhas been

found to be a fundamental factor associated with risk perceptions and opposition (Mushkatel et

al. 1990). The survey provided an opportunity to examine levels of public trust and such trust

dimensions as belief in the source of risk information, fairness of the site selection process,

agency honesty, accuracy of risk estimations, public access, and control. The survey also

provided crosswalks to the previous 1988 Urban Survey of Las Vegas area residents so that key

findings between the two data sets r:ouldbe compared in terms of consistency of responses and

perceptions.

Specific questions on repository risk perceptions, fatalism, and concerns were agopted

from the 1988 survey and several questions regarding respondents' knowledge of nuclear waste,

attitudinal shifts related to new information, and political efficacy, were taken from several

recently completed surveys on public response to nuclear waste repositories. Some of the key

trust questions were developed following two focus group sessions held in I.as Vegas. Details

of the focus groups and the analysis can be found in the Nuclear Waste Project Office's (NWPO)

report, Governmental Trust and Risk Perceptions Related to the High-Level Nuclear Waste

Repository: Analysis of Survey Results and Focus Groups (Mushkatel and Pijawka 1992).
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As the survey was being implemented,news of an earthquake12 miles from Yucca

Mountain(June 29, 1992)provideda uniqueopportunityto expandthe scope of the surveyfrom

a samplesize (N) of 500 respondentsto 700 andincludean additionalfive questionspertaJ_g

specifically to the event, its impacts, and public policy preferencesregarding the repository

program. This report presents only the marginalstatistics(frequencyand percentages)of most

of the questions in the survey. Multivariateanalysisof findingsis ongoing andwill be included

in a forthcomingfinal reporton trustfactors and risk perceptions.

Resultsin this reportcorrespondto surveyquestionsand representpercentagesof sample
J

responsesas indicated. The numberof valid samplecases (N) may varyper table accordingto

the characteristics of the subgroupbeing analyzed and the number of valid responses received

forthe variablesincluded. Percentagesmaynot add upto 100% in some tables due to rounding.

Some resultsare brokeninto two groups. The total sampleconsists of 701 respondents, butone

group consists of 273 cases of survey respondents who were contacted prior to the earthquake

event. The second groupconsists of 428 respondents who were contactedafter the earthquake

and subsequently were asked an additional set of relevant questions. Where significant

differenceswere observed, pre- and post-ea_quake comparisonswere includedin the results.

1.2 Methods and Procedures

A sampleof 701 residentsof the urbanizedClarkCountyarea, includingcities of Las

Vegas, NorthLas Vegas, Henderson,Green Valley, BoulderCity, and unincorporatedClark

County, was interviewed by telephone during the period of June 26 to July 1, 1992.

Respondentsneeded to be residents of the calling area and be at least 18 years of age to be

qualified for the interview. Randomdigitdialing was utilizedto select respondenthouseholds
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with information provided by the Centel Telephone Company. A proportionate, stratified

random sample based on the geographic location of exchanges and on the proportion of

residential listings in the exchange area was drawn. (For example, exchange 452 contains 7,305

residential listings or 2 % of the total listings. Thus, for a sample of 700, fourteen completed

interviews would be needed from the 452 exchange area.) Exchange digits were matched with

randomly generated four-digit numbers to produce a seven-digit number that was eventually

called. This procedure makes it possible to include unlisted numbers and any newly listed

numbers that have not been included in the most recently published telephone directory. The

final number of completed interviews results in a sampling error rate of approximately 3.8% at

95 % confidence limits, assuming a random selection, successful replacement, and production

of an equal distribution (e.g., 50-50) of responses to questions.

The interview questionnaire of 40 questions sought information on 60 variables and was

administered by 14 experienced telephone interviewers from the Center for Survey Research at

the University of Nevada, Las Vegas. An additional five relevant questions were added for the

portion of the survey which took place after an earthquake event (June 29-July I) and the entire

sample was divided accordingly for purposes of comparative analysis. Appropriate screenings

for respondents within the household was utilized.

The average length of an interview call was 20 minutes with some taking 30 minutes or

longer to complete. This was due to the length of the questionnaire as well as the interest in the

subject matterdisplayed by many respondents. The response rate was average (62.4 _) for this

type of telephone interviewing in the Las Vegas area.



2.0 SALIENCY OF ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

Research on public perceptions of the proposed high-level nuclear waste repository has

focused on measuring levels of concern and perceived risk to health, safety, and economic well-

being. There has been some discussion recently that while these measurements are important,

they do not characterize the political saliency of the repository. How does the repository

compare to other environmental issues as a matter for governmental action and priority?

To provide information on the relative political saliency of the repository two questions

were asked of the respondents. The first asked respondents to rate their level of concern with

the quaLityof the environment in the I.as Vegas metropolitan area. Approximately 44 % of the

public indicated that they were very concerned with environmental quality. Another 46% stated

that they were somewhat concerned. The results show that environmental quality is important

to residents of the urban area. These findings are highly consistent with the results of the 1988

Urban Survey which showed that environmental quality concerns were important policy issues.

Respondents were also given a list of environmental issues or problems in Nevada and

asked to rate the importance to them that these issues be solved. The issues were identified

through content analysis of local media reports. Table 1 shows the percentage distribution of

responses on the 1 to 10 saliency scale, where 1 means the issue is not imponant to them, and

10, the issue is extremely imponam.

The percentage distribution of responses is skewed toward the high saliency category for

five environmental problems -- air quality, water quality, adequacy of water supply, hazardous

waste disposal, and the nuclear waste repository. On the 1 to l0 scale, the means for these



concerns were all just under 9.0 revealing high levels of political saliency. The public has

indicated that it is very important to them for government to act to solve the nuclear waste

repository issue in Nevada. They want the government to act to resolve the repository problem

as much as the other serious environmental issues which confront the residents and are of utmost

concern to them.

lt is interesting to note that the political saliency of the Nevada Test Site (NTS) is

relatively lower than other environmental areas (mean of 7.86). However, the fact thatalmost

50% of the respondents rated the NTS in the category of extreme importance attests to the

importance of the NTS factor in the risk perceptions of the repository. Findings from the 1988

Urban Survey show a very strong statistical association between risk perceptions of the NTS a._

those of the repository (Mushkatel et al. 1990). Furthermore, the Mushkatel et al. (1990) study

also found that a substantial number of residents perceived moderate-to-_gh health risks

associated with past and present activities at the NTS.
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Lastly,thedataindicatea moderateshifttowardspla:inggreaterimportanceinthe

repositoryfollowingtheseismicevent.ThepercentageofresIxmsesintheextremelyimportant

categoryincreasedfrom59.2% to 67.8% (Table2). The seismiceventhad theaffectof

amplifyingthesaliencyoftherepositoryintermsofitsimportanceforgovernmentalaction.

However,we cannotbe sureof thepermanenceof thesaliencyamplificationdue tothe

earthquake.

TABLE 2. IMPORTANCE OF RESOLVING THE REPOSITORY ISSUE:
PRE- AND POST-SEISMIC EVENT

Percentage Disuibudon
,.,ii iii J i i i i

ImportanceRatings Pre-quakePost-quake
.m i i i

Not Important 1 4.6 3.4
li i

"J 2 2.7 1.7
i, i ii •

3 2.7 1.7
ii| i

4 1.5 0.7
,,. |. i i

5 8.0 5.8
.., H

6 2.7 1.2

7 5.7 3.8
| i

8 8.0 7.0
|.. i i i

9 5.0 7.0

Extremely important I0 59.2 67.8
• i i i

TOTAL 100.0 100.0

6
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3.0 REPOSITORY RISK PERCEFFIONS

The Tru_ Survey provided an opportunity to gauge current risk perceptions and compare

these to the findings from the earlier urban survey completed in 1988. For comparative

purposes the same risk perception questions were asked in the two surveys. Table 3 shows the

distribution of responses to the question regarding the level of risk the repository would pose

to the health and safety of residents in the Las Vegas area. If response percentages in the high

risk categories (8, 9, and 10) are added, the data show that 54.2% of the respondents perceive

serious risks to health and safety from the repository.

TABLE 3. HEALTH AND SAFETY RISK PERCEFFIONS
TRUST SURVEY 1992

Ri'skCategories Frequency Petcamt
i

No risk 1 32 4.6

2 25 3.6

3 47 6.7

4 24 3.4
li

5 73 10.4

6 34 4.9

7 74 10.6

8 79 11.3

9 47 6.7
i

Serious risk 10 254 36.2

Do not know 12 1.7

TOTAL 701 100.0
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When comparedto the resultsfromthe samequestionasked in the 1988 Urban Survey,

the datashow strongconsistencyin the distributionof responsesbetweenthedata sets. Thedata

also show that the seismic interventionmay have had some impact on the public's risk

perceptionsof the repository. Whenresponsepercentagesarecomparedbetweenpre-andpost-

earthquakedata, we findan increaseof approximately9% in theserious risk category(Category

10) from the pre-interventionresponses.

Several studies have now demonstratedthat risk perceptionsof transportingnuclear

materials are likely to be higher than those associatedwith a nuclearwaste disposal facility

(Mushkatelet al. forthcoming 1992b). The data in this survey supportthis finding. The

response distributionshows that69% of the publicplaced transportationrisks in the high risk

category (8, 9, and l0 groupings). This percentage can be comparedto the 54% response

discussedearlierfor therepositoryrisk perceptions. The findingsregardingtransportationrisk

perceptionsare consistentwith those fromthe I988 Urban Survey and a moderateincreasein

the percentageof persons in thehigh-riskcategorywas observedin the post-earthquakesample.
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4.0 OPPOSITION, FATALISM, AND FAIRNESS

Reports from earlier Nevada surveys found that op_sition to the construction and

development of the repository fluctuated around 70 to 75 % of the population. Interestingly,

while opposition to the repository remains fairly substantial, the sense of inevitability (or

fatalism) that the repository will be built also continues to be a strongly held public attitude, at

least for the Las Vegas area residents.

Table 4 shows that 46. 1% of the urbanpopulation strongly opposes the repository and

28% opposes the facility, for a total of 74% opposed. In contrast, approximately 16% favors

or strongly favors the repository. The extent of opposition of urban residents has remained

fairly constant over the last four years. Responses to the question regarding the inevitability of

the repository resulted in approximately 71% agreeing or strongly agreeing to the question: The

re_._itory at Yucca Mountain is inevitable; it will be built whether the state of Nevada opposes

it or not (Table 5).

TABLE 4. EXTENT OF OPPOSITION TO THE REPOSITORY

Frequency Percent
u ii m i

Strongly oppose 323 46.1
ii

Oppose 196 28.0
i | i

Favor 87 12.4
i , | i ,i

Strongly favor 27 3.9

No answer 68
u, | , ,

TOTAL 701 11_.0
i |

10
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TABLE 5. ATvlTtJDE REGARDING THE INEVITABILITY OF THE REPOSITORY

,, ,, | • ,,

Agreement with
statement that the '
repositoryisinevitable Frequency Pe_umt

Strongly agree 252 35.9
, ii

Agree 248 35.4
ii I iN i I i

Disagree 123 17.5
| , ,

Strongly disagree 48 6.8

No answer 30 4.3

TOTAL 701 100.0
I ' |

Opposition to the repository has been attributed to concerns over risk, distrust of

government to develop a safe system, and lack of fairness in the process the government has

used to select Yucca Mountain as the site for the repository (Mushkatel et al. 1990). Using the

same question as the 1988 Urban Survey, respondents were asked how fair they felt the siting

process has been in selecting Yucca Mountain.

On a scale of 1 to 10, where I is completely unfair, and 10 is completely fair, 31.8 % of

the population indicated thatthe process was completely unfair (Category I on the 1 to 10 scale).

Approximately 56% of the population indicated that the selection process was unfa/r (Categories

1 through 4, see figure on next page).

11
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5.0 RESPONSES TO THE SEISMIC EVENT:

AMPLIFICATION OF RISK PERCEPTIONS

Residents of the urbanized Clark County area were interviewed by telephone during the

period of June 26 to July 1, 1992. On June 29 an earthquake, with a magnitudeof 5.6 occurred

approximately 12 miles from Yucca Mountain. As a result of the seismic event five questions

pertaining directly to seismic risk and policy options were added to the questionnaire. The pre-

quake sample size was 273 and the number of post-quake households interviewed was 428.

Irlresponse tO the first question, which asked/./'earthquake activity was discovered at the

proposed site for the repository should this be a basis for dropping the site from

characterization, the majority of Las Vegas area residents agree strongly (78.2%) or agree

(12 %). Seismic activity is considered by the urban population as a serious obstacle in siting a

geological repository for nuclear waste. Nearly ali of the respondents had heard about the

earthquake (96.5 %) which occurred about 12 miles from Yucca Mountain.

The survey was designed to ascertain public preferences for various options available to

the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) as a result of the recent earthquake. In choosing from

the scenarios listed, many believe that the U.S. DOE should permanently drop the site from

consideration (43.2%) or stop chaxacterization of the site to re-evaluate seismic conditions

(31.7%). Others felt that the DOE should continue characterization of the site, but study

seismics in greater detail (22.5%), while only a few indicated that characterization should

continue without worrying about seismic conditions (1.9%). Table 6 shows the distribution of

preferences for DOE policy options given to the respondents.

13
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Moreover, when asked the question, In light of the earthquakedo you believe the DOE

should re-open ali other potential sites nationally for reconsideration?, the majority of

respondents answered yes (84.7 %).

TABLE 6. PREFERENCES FOR DOE POLICY OPTIONS
RESULTING FROM THE JUNE 29 EARTHQUAKE

Policy option Frequency Percent

Drop site from 184 43.3
consideration

Stop characterization and 135 31.8
re-evaluate seismic
condition

Stuoy seismics in greater 96 22.6
demi/l

Continue site 8 1.9
characterization

Other 2 0.5

TOTAL 425 I00.0

Earlier, data was presented to show that there were heightened risk perceptions among

the post-event sample. The percentage of households in the highest risk category (I0 on the I

to I0 scale) increased by about 5% compared to the pre-earthquake sample. When this

comp_.rJsonwas made no reference was given with respect to the earthquake. However, when

the earthquake is specifically mentioned, risk perceptions become much more amplified. The

percentage of persons that feel the repository poses a serious threat (I0 on the I to I0 scale) to

health and safety increases substantially. In the pre-event sample, 33 % of the population falls

into Category 10 which represents serious risk. This percentage increases to 38.5 %for the post-

14



event sample. When the earthquake is specifically mentioned, the percentage in the extreme

threat group (Category 10) increases to 50.9%.

Kasperson and others (1990) have argued that ¢¢rtain risk or mismanagement events may

occur that can trigger social andpolitical amplification of the repository issue. These events can

symbolize or portend future failun.s at the repository. The earthquakeoccurring so close as it

did to the repository site has resulted in shifts toward higher levels of perceived risk. These

shifts are characterized by heightened perceptions at the extreme levels of risk. The fact that

over 50% of the urbanpopulation falls into the highest risk category attests to the importantrole

of the seismic event in heightening perceived risk. The large percentage of residents now

perceiving risks at the extreme will not likely result in rapid decline: the political saliency value

of the repository combined with extreme risk perceptions held by a majority of residents infers

greater permanence rather than diminution of concern.

6.0 TRUST IN THE INFORMATION ON REPOSITORY RISKS

The focus group analysis suggested that trust in the information about the risks of the

repository was a critical factor in their perceptions and views of the repository program. Trust

and confidence in the information regarding risk may be strongly associated with the source of

the information and its credibility. This relationship will be further tested in later analyses. The

survey instrument was designed to address several elements of trust of information.

6.1 Trust in Institutions with Respect to Information

The first area examined involved the trustworthiness of various institutions with respect

to the information given on the high-level nuclear waste repository and the repository program.

Eleven institutions were listed that have had at least some involvement with the repository

15
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program. Respondents were asked to rate their level of trust in these institutions with respect

totheirinformation.On a I toI0scale,Iwas no trustataJland I0completetrust.

Table7 showsthereiswidevariationinlevelsoftrustgiventovariousinstitutionswhen

itcomestotheinformationon therepositoryprogram.The measureissimilartobeliefinthe

sourceof theinformation.The rangeof mean scoresis3.91 for_-ustin the federal

government'sinformationto6.44fortrustinuniversityscientists.

TABLE 7. LEVEL OF TRUST IN INFORMATION ON THE REPOSITORY

li li , ,

_ No tru_ _a_ite mmHl ,= ,,, i , |.i i ., i

Federal 23.9 12.3 13.5 9.9 r20.2 7.4 5.9 4.9 1.O 2.2 3.91
government
, li i H

National
environmental 9.9 4.3 7.2 9.6 24.3 10.5 12.7 14.2 3.6 4.7 5.41

groups

Scientists (utility
industry) i11.7 9.0 11.7 11.1 25.3 9.5 99.5 7.7 2.3 3.3 4.72

, H i i i

U.S. DOE 19.9 10.9 10.3 9.4 24.0 9.0 9.7 8.9 0.9 2.4 4.72
i J li i

U.S. EPA 12.4 7.2 10.3 9.7 22.4 9.0 12.7 10.6 3.2 4.6 5.0
J i ,,, i

News media 15.4 8.9 11.5 9.9 28.2 5.9 8.8 8.5 3.0 4.9 4.7

Local government 10.0 6.2 9.9 9.6 27.2 12.2 12.5 9.4 1.5 2.6 4.99
i iii

Governor's office 11.2 4.9 9.4 9.2 25.0 10.9 13.9 9.6 2.9 4.2 5.13
i iiii li

Scientists 5.3 2.6 2.9 5.1 19.2 10.4 16.0 21.6 9.9 9.1 6.44
(university)

i li ,

State
environmental 12.3 4..: 9.9 7.2 30.1 12.0 10.6 9.3 1.9 3.3 4.93

nucleartgenciee

State government 10.3 5.7 10.0 11.0 27.9 10.7 12.5 6.5 2.2 3.4 4.92
,,, ,

16
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Respondents tend to trustthe federal government very little with regard to the information

they are given oft this subject and 23.9% have no trust at all. Twenty percent have a moderate

amount of trust, while only 2.2% expressed complete trust of the government in this matter.

The average score on the 1 to 10 scale of responses was 3.91, the median score was 4.0, and

the modal score (most often occurring) was 1.0. The federal government had the lowest mean

score for trust in information on the repository.

There is evidence of a greater degree of trust for national environmental groups as 4.7 %

indicated complete trust, approximately 40% some degree of trust, and only 9.9% have no trust

at aLIfor information they receive from these groups. A mean value of 5.41 was observed and

a mode of 5.0.

Residents of the Las Vegas metropolitan areado not trust the U.S. Department of Energy

with regard to information on the repository program as almost 20% expressed no trust at ali

and only 2.4% had complete trust. Trust for the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is

slightly greater than that of the Department of Energy; however, distrust is still relatively high.

The news media is not very well trusted by many in the urbanarea regarding information

on the repository as 15.4% expressed no trust. State and local governments and the state

nuclear agencies have a moderate degree of trust. Las Vegas residents trust scientists at

universities the most with regardto the information on the repository and the scientists are given

the highest percentage of complete trust and the least amount of total distrust (5.3 %).

6.2 Likelihood of Changing Risk Perceptioe_$ Through in_otma6on

There has been a substantial amount of speculation and some discussion that risk

perceptions and attitudes may change given additional information on repository risks. The

17
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survey instrument in this study was designed to measure the likelihood of attitudinal change_ and

thedirectionofthesechangesbasedon new riskinformation.

Respondents were asked three questions concerning the likelihood ofchange of their point

of view on risks associated with the repository. If they were to receive information from a

neutra/sourceabouttherisksoftherepositoryindicatingthattherisksaregreaterthanthey

currentlybelieve,many feltthatitwas veryI/ketytheywould changetheirpointofview

(25.4%),whileothersfelttheopposite(30.6%).However,iftheneutralsourceweretoindicate

thatrisksarelessthantheycurrentlybelieve,respondentswerelesslikelytosaythattheywould

changetheirpointofviewon thisissue.

The thirdquestionregardingthelikelihoodofchangeinriskperceptionsrelatedto

informationfromtheDepartmentofEnergy.ltseemsunlikely(65.4%) thattheurbanresidents

wouldchangetheirviewbasedon new riskinformationfromtheDepartmentofEnergy.

TABLE 8. LIKELIHOOD OF CHANGE IN RISK PERCEPTIONS
BASED ON NEW INFORMATION

, ,=, I II

New information
i [ iii ii, ,, lH i |l ,

Percent Department
Percent greater risk Percent less risk of Energy

Likelihood values (neutral source) (neutral source) Information
, .,, i i lH iHl, ,,, ,. .,.,, ,|

Verylikely 25.4 14.7 6.7
,,, ,,| H, ,n,, ,v

Somewhatlikely 30.5 3I.l 26.5
H

Somewhatunlikely 12.4 21.7 24.0

Veryunlikely 30.6 31.4 41.4

Do notknow I.l I.l 1.4
i ,H , , , ,

TOTAL I00.0 I00.0 100.0

N 700 701 701
I I , _ • ii_ iiiiii
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Since65% ofthepublicindicatesthattheywould be unlikelytochangetheirrisk

perceptionson thebasisofinformationfromtheDepartmentofEnergy,thesurveyaskeda

questionrelateddirectlytotheperceptionoftheaccuracyofrepositoryinformationdisseminated

by theDepartmentofEnergy.When askedwhethertheDepartmentofEnergyoverestimates

therisks,underestimates,orisaccurateaboutrisks,almost78% oftheI.asVegasarearesidents

indicatedthattheDepartmentofEnergyunderestimatestherisks.Another13% indicatedthat

therisksreportedby theDepartmentofEnergyareaccurate(Table9).

TABLE 9. PERCEIVED ACCURACY OF DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
INFORMATION ON THE REPOSITORY

i li_ i .,,

Accuracyvalues Frequency Percent
i i ii i i

Overestimates risks 45 6.4
iii li i i ..|

Underestimates risks 544 77.6
.,

Accurate about risks 91 13.0
i i

Do notknow 21 3.0

TOTAL 699 I00.0
.-- . .. l | l

6.4 Trust,ConJ_ence,and Information:Perceptionsof theAmericanNuclearEnergy

Council(ANEC) Campaign

The impactsoftheadvertisementsproducedby ANEC insupportofthenuclearwaste

repositoryhasbeenthefocusofatleastone surveyinNevada.The surveyinstrumentwas

designedto measure: thelevelof awarer._ssof theANEC advertisements,thelevelof
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confidencein the truthfulness of the ads, and the resultsin termsof changingthe level of public

trust in plans to build the repository.

Sixty-fivepercentof the samplepopulationhadseenor heardthese ads. The resultsalso

showthatthe lack of confidence that theinformationin these advertisementswas truthfulis high.

Low levels of confidencewere expressed by approximately60% of the populationand 35%

indicatedthey had no conj_denceat ali (Table I0) in the truthfulnessof the ads. Have the ads

resulted in more trust, less trust, or not changed people's trust in government to build a

repository. Only 3.3 %of the populationreportedan increasedlevel of trust. Almost41% were

less trustingafter the ads comparedto their earlierlevels of trust, and 60% maintainedtheir

prior level of trust. The adcampaigngenerallyfailed in its objectiveto increasethe credibility

of the Departmentof Energyprogramand to increase trust.
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TABLE 10. CONFIDENCE IN THE TRtYI'HFULNF-_SOF ANF__ ADVERTISEMENTS

Level of confidence Frequency Percent

I No confidence 159 35.0

2 41 9.0

3 44 9.7

4 28 6.2

5 99 21.8

6 30 6.6 t

7 22 4.8

8 20 4.4

9 4 0.9

I0Completeconfidence 6 1.3

Do notknow I 0.2

TOTAL 454 100.0
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7.0 GOVERNMENTAL TRUST AND THE REPOSITORY PROGRAM

Recently there has been a plethora of articles and reports dealing with the lack of

confidence in governmental institutions to govern, _e programs, __-.dpermit citizens a

meaningful role in participation. In this context of national distrust, the lack of confidence in

governmental institutions to effectively develop and manage a nuclear waste repository has also

been observed. The Mushkatel et al. (1990) and Flynn et al. (1992) surveys have shown that

- lack of trust is associated with higher risk perceptions of the repository and increased levels of

opposition.

Mushkatel et al. (1990) found generally high levels of political alienation from the federal

government and low levels of individual efficacy -- that is, the feeling that an individual's

efforts can change things in government. Moreover, trust in governmental institutions to manage

safety programs was found to be universally low among the institutions examined, and federal

government agencies empowered to manage the environment and nuclear technology -- U.S.

DOE, EPA, and NRC, were given low grades with respect to trust. This survey was designed

to facilitate crosswalks between the earlier surveys on matters of trust perceptions.

7.1 Trust in the Federal Government and Perceived Competency of Government

= Two questions were asked as measures of trust in the federal government and individual
-3

efficacy in governmental decisions. When respondents were asked how much attention they feel

the federal government pays to what they think, the most often indicated responses were a little

(49.1%) to no attention (35.1%) (Table 1!). Moreover, most urbanresidents feel they can trust

the federal government to do what is right only some of the time (56.1%) and many feel they

can almost never trust the government to do what is right (34.4%). These two measurements
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support the findings of the 1988 Urban Survey in terms of the substantialpercentage of residents

who feel alienated from the political processes in the federal government. There are seriously

low levels of trust in the government to do what is right and this context is critical]y important

in understanding repository perceptions. If government in general cannot be trusted, then the

level of trust required of govemmentaJ agencies to develop, build, and manage a one-of-a-kind

facility with high levels of risk and uncertainty would have to be significant.

TABLE l 1. ATTENTION OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TO
RESPONDENTS' CONCERNS

II

Perceived levels of attention Frequency Percent
i i

A great deal of attention 7 1.0
,| i III

Some attention 103 14.7
i| , i m •

Little attention 344 49.1
,IL I

No attention at ali 246 35.1
i li

No answer l 0. l
ii li i li

TOTAL 701 I00.0
IIII I

7.2 Trust in Federal Governmera to Manafe the Repository

Respondents were asked how much trust they have that the federal government can

manage the repository competently and in a safe manner. On a 10-point scale of trust, where

1 represents no trust and l0 complete trust, urbanresidents indicated a substantial lack of trust,

32% indicating no trust (rating of l on the 1 to 10 scale) and 54.1% either ao or little trust

(Table 12). A mean of 3.67 was observed, a median of 3.0 and mode of 1.0.
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TABLE 12. TRUST IN FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TO DO WHAT IS RIGHT

Frequency Percent

Just about always trust 2 0.3

Most of the time 62 8.8

Some of the time 393 56.1

Almost never trust 241 34.4

Do not know 3 0.4
.,=_.mam,.===,_=

TOTAL 701 I00.0

c

Earlier, the data indicated that the information from the federal government and

Department of Energy related to repository risks was found not to be credible by a substantial

proportion of the residents. Respondents also observed that risk estimates of the Department of

Energy were underestimated. One of the key trust dimensions identified in the focus groups was

honesty. Respondents were asked whether they believed the Department of Energy has been

honest in its repository program when dealing with the people of the state of Nevada. On a 1

to 10 scale of honesty where 1 meant completely dishonest and lO completely honest, over 50%

indicated low or completely dishonest ratings (1, 2, and 3 combined categories).
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TABLE 13. PERCEFIIONS OF HONEST OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
IN ITS REPOSITORY PROGRAM

Honesty ratings Frequency Percent

1 Completely dishonest 190 27.1

2 70 10.0

3 97 13.8

4 53 7.6

5 151 21.5

6 30 4.3

7 32 4.6
i

8 32 4.6

9 8 1.1
,,

10 Completely honest 17 2.4

Do not know 21 3.0

TOTAL 701 100.0

8.0 INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE AND PUBLIC CONFIDENCE

Based on substantial levels of distrust in governmental institutions to build and manage

the repository in a safe and acceptable way, questions have been raised as to what changes have

to occur in order to increase governmental credibility and trust (if it is indeed possible in the

short term). Respondents were asked to consider three major institutional structuralchanges and

the likelihood that these changes could increase trust.

The first question asked whether the public's confidence and trust in the federal

government to safely build the repository would increase if the repository program were

transferred from the Department of Energy to another existing or new agency. The data show
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that most urban residents would continue to have little or no confidence in the federal

government if the program were transferred (Table 14). This preliminary finding suggests that

while a substantial proportion of the public may express a lack of confidence in IX,pamnent of

Energy it also does not hold sufficiently high levels of trust in government in general or other

agencies to manage the program. It may be that the public will require major structural changes

in these institutions empowered to make decisions about the repository before it can piace its

trust in them. We also have to be cautious in making the statement that transference of the

program would not likely result in increased levels of confidence by most residents. In addition,

maintenance of the program in the Department of Energy combined with more equitable siting

procedures and greater public access and control may result in some restoration of public trust.

In this light, respondents were asked to identify possible changes in the Department of

Energy that would lead to greater levels of trust. Table 15 shows the responses to this open-

ended question. Approximately 25 % of the responses indicated the impossibility of restoring

any trust in the agency: there was nothing the agency could do to restore trust. In contrast,

75 % of the responses suggested changes in policy and in the institution that would restore some

trust. However, the level of trust that can be restored by any individual action or combination

was not ascertained.

"Honesty about the risks" would increase trust in the Department of Energy's program

was mentioned almost 20% of the time. Almost 17% of the responses suggested thai the

Department of Energy must be more open and accessible to regain public confidence. Together,

these two changes -- honesty about the repository risks and greater public accessibility accounted
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TABLE 14. CONFIDENCE IN FEDERAL GOVERNMENT WITH
REPOSITORY PROGRAM TRANSFER

Lev_ of confidence Frequency Percent

1 No c_>nfiden_ 205 29.3

2 48 6.9

3 71 10.1

4 45 6.4

5 150 21.4

6 43 6.1

7 41 5.8 i

8 37 5.3

9 10 1.4

10 Complete 18 2.6
confidence

Do not know 33 4.7

TOTAL 701 100.0
II

for almost 35 %of the responses. Other proposals included the development of risk mitigation

programs, the utilization neutralscientists and peer review, and meaningful public involvement.

These proposals for change imply major structuraland process change in the institution involving

greater public participation, depoliticization of risk assessments, greater accessibility to

information, scientific peer review, and greater roles by local and state governments in the siting

process. There seems to be a strong convergence between options addressed by the aczdemic

community for increasing trust and the public's view of the changes to regain some trust.

Transference of the repository program to another or new agency without major institutional
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changes to structure and procedure will not likely increase confutence in the government's ability

to develop and manage a repository program.

Although the data suggest that major changes in institutional structure and process is

fundamental to incRasing public trust, we know very little about this relationship. How
.'

significant do these changes have to be before confidence is restored? For what length of time

does a new institutional structure have to be in place and operating before confidence has been

regained? What combination of institutional changes over what period of time would produce

real confidence in a context of continued high risk perceptions by the public and uncertainties

in the technology? To what degree is the public willing to take a risk on government if

structural changes axe implemented?

T_ test the effect of institutional change on trust two measures of change were given to

the respondents. These were (I) the provision of greater public access to the Department of

Energy's scientific information and decision-making and (2) the Department of Energy would

provide the public or the state of Nevada with greater influence and control over the repository

program. The respondents were asked the degree to which their trust in the Department of

Energy would improve under these two scenarios.

Under both scenarios many respondents indicated that their degree of confidence or trust

in the agency's management of the repository program would improve. With greater access,

28% indicated that these levels of trust would improve substantially and 36% indicated some

improvement in their trust. Thirty-four percent indicated that increased access would not really

improve their level of trust.
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TABLE 15. CHANGES IN THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY RF_ULTING
IN GREATER LEVELS OF TRUST

Re__ category Frequency Perce_t

1. There is nothing the agency can do to 165 25.6
restore trust

2. DOE must be honest about the risks 123 19.1

3. DOE must be more open and accessible 107 16.6
with respect to information

4. DOE must show strong evidence of 47 7.3
wor_,ble risk reduction/mitigation programs

5. Do not know what agency can do 35 5.4

6. Utilizationof neutral scientists andstate 31 4.8

scientists/peerreview

7.Meaningfulpublicinvolvementinrisk 28 4.4
mitigation/sitingprocess

8.More re___.archon thesiteisneeded 23 3.6

9.Requiresa pilotprojectwitha goodsafety 21 3.3
recordasprerequisite

I0.letprivatesectormanageprogram 16 2.5

II.AlreadytrustDOE 15 2.3

12. Transfer program to another agency 11 1.7

13. Reorganize DOE 8 1.2

14. I.xx',al/state government to have control 6 0.9
of site

15. Combination of another agency, neutral 4 0.6
scientists, and the public handle project

16. Granting of more 2 0.3
incentives/compensation

17. Other technology 1 0.2

TOTAL 643 100.0
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With gr_tc'¢ state influence and control around21_ of the population'strust in the

agency would/reprove substanaally and improve only some for other 42%. The data suggest

that institutional changes involving greater access and control over decisions and the site would

increase trust perceptions. The data are preliminary and cannot be utiLized to provide more

accurate measures of change in trust perceptions and public confidence.

TABLE 16. IMPROVEMENT IN TRUST WITH GREATER ACCESS
AND STATE CONTROL

Degree of improvement Greater access Greater control
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

i ii i i li i

Improve substantially 195 27.8 147 21.0
i iii i i i

Improve some 255 36.4 292 41.7i i ii

Improve only a little 136 19.4 130 18.5
li i i

No improvement at ali 101 14.4 115 16.4
i iii iHi i i i

Do not know 14 2.0 17 2.4
i m i i

N 701 100.0 171 100.0
I
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